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where the fermions are in the physical basis.













group with the \l" (\light") subscript is assigned SM-like couplings to the rst two fermion families, and the





broken by a new Higgs boson at some scale higher than the weak scale to form a U (1)
Y
representation. In
either case, after properly enforcing electroweak symmetry breaking there will be an additional U (1)
0
boson
with generation-diagonal couplings such that the rst two generations have equal U (1)
0
charge but dierent
than the third. The relative strength of these charges are determined completely by the mixing angle of the Z
and Z
0
. If these gauge groups are considered to act on the fermions in the natural basis, there will, in general,
be generation o-diagonal LFV G couplings in the physical basis.
With the objective of choosing the minimumnumber of parameters while maintaining arbitrary LFV couplings
and boson mass, we dene our model as follows. Additional fermions are necessary to cancel the anomalies that
arise with an additional gauge boson; their eects are ignored. For the purposes of illustrating the G boson
eects on LFV interactions in the most conservative way, the Z   G mixing angle  is considered negligible,







, is also omitted. Upper limits on phenomenological
constraints on jj
2
are on the orders of 10
 6
for gauge mediated SUSY breaking and 10
 16
for gravity mediated
SUSY breaking [20]. Relative to the amplitude for tree-level G-exchange in t-channel muon conversion, the
amplitude for kinetic mixing would include jj
2
suppression, and so is generally negligible anyway.
In further eorts to be conservative on the eects of generation-dependent Z
0
's, we set the rst two generations















) (in the natural




to be non-zero and have an arbitrary value. We set the




= 0. Other gauge interaction choices (i.e. purely axial vector, vector and

















= 1. All charges not noted have no direct relevance for our
calculations.




































































































which need not be the CKM values.
We have ignored the allowed complex phase for simplicity.





























. If it is expected that the lepton
generation-transitions should follow in a similar manner as the neutrino mixing, the large mixing angle (LMA)
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FIG. 1: LFV boson mass m
G











for muon conversion experiments to access our model's G boson is demonstrated here. The solid diagonal lines represent




. The horizontal dotted lines represent the limits set or to be set by
muon conversion experiments. The information here is best appreciated by noting the suprisingly large boson mass and





























































Ti, nuclear form factor F
P
= 0:54 [8], Z
e




























Fig. 1 shows the potential of muon conversion experiments. The reach for extremely heavy bosons or moder-












may be implied by a signal at MECO or PRIME. Furthermore
these experiments have potential to imply G bosons of astonishing high masses: roughly from O(10 TeV) to
O(1,000 TeV) for reasonable choices of o-diagonal couplings. With the promise of strict bounds or detection,
this exemplies the importance of muon conversion experiments.
Fig. 2 demonstrates how a high-energy linear collider (LC) would complement muon conversion experiments.




and large mass m
G
. With








, measuring a 1% dierence in the standard model cross section sets
limits on what masses of a G boson may be implied. The contributions from the t-channel exchange (which









! e to be a





, the mass limits are approximately independent of the coupling. The Tevatron should be able to continue
its search for Z
0
gauge bosons above 1 TeV, and the LHC will be able to discover most Z
0
bosons with mass
above about 5 TeV. Combining the    e LFV searches with the collider searches provides a much enhanced
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FIG. 2: LFV boson mass m
G























) where  is the dierence of the cross section of our extended model and




necessary for a muon conversion experiment to detect a G
boson of a certain mass provided the experiment has the ability to reach the muon conversion rate noted on the plot.
These plots show linear collider and muon conversion experiments to be highly complementary: 1) In the upper left
quadrant, both muon conversion experiments and an NLC will detect our model's boson. 2) In the upper right quadrant,
only MECO and PRIME have potential. 3) In the lower left quadrant, only an NLC has potential. 4) In the lower right
quadrant, neither have potential.
For the G boson model, the rate for the magnetic interaction  ! e is zero by virtue of all left-handed
lepton charges being zero and the chirality ips inherent in magnetic moments. Therefore,  ! e does not
constrain this model. Nevertheless, if we chose a model with non-zero left- and right-handed lepton charges,
such as a model with purely vectorial couplings, muon conversion experiments would generally still be more











limit is  ( ! eee)= ( ! e) = 1:0 10
 12
, held by SINDRUM [25]. This
limit is competitive with the current SINDRUM II limit for muon conversion. For example, a 10 TeV G boson








= 5:4  10
 3
. Next
generation    e conversion experiments would then far outpace current constraints from ! eee. We extend
this study in Ref. [26] to a more complete study, including discussions of ! e, ! eee, the muon anomalous
magnetic moment, and other relevant lepton observables.
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